FOW AGENDA - WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 2021
My goals of the process - My goal is to approach this as an information-gathering
process to receive input from stakeholders, both in Colorado and beyond, on what they
think a viable FOW product in Colorado might look like. My primary goal if this initiative
moves forward in Colorado, is that no single entity is harmed and that every entity,
association, Commission and Division sees FOW in Colorado as a win.
Recap from 11/3 meeting
1. The general consensus was favorable to allowing FOW in Colorado as long as
no one group is harmed
2. Most agreed that, if implemented and regulated correctly, FOW could be a
funding stream to the Racing industry in Colorado
3. There was no consensus on whether FOW in Colorado could be implemented
now with regulation or if legislation is needed
Suggestions & Points to Consider
1. Who is the governing body to regulate this?
a. Is it Racing? Is it Gaming? Is it someone else?
2. What kind of money does CHA need for this to be a viable product in Colorado?
3. Do you think there should be any distinction between a national (within the US)
and an international bet?
4. Is horse racing separate from other sports betting options?
5. Are the CHA and Arapahoe Park willing to negotiate their own or collectively for
their signal or would you rather it be set in statute or rule?
6. Would you support FOW in Colorado on a trial basis if it followed the approvals
set forth in the Interstate Horse Racing Act and approval was needed by the CO
Racing Commission?
7. What would a six-month trial basis look like?
Here is the link to the transcript from the 11/3 meeting. This is not a word-for-word
transcription, but rather an attempt to capture general ideas and comments.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TZFWqc_ta-BCKM-Y8BDoDFjxdXK72oT4WXpDll
QVIw4/edit?usp=sharing
The full recording of the November 3 Meeting is available online at:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eoW_uuoefHL7yrl-sJ8kiQDhQVDoHT1C/view

